
Dan’s Instructions 
Model: 592-49087-01  

Part: DC97-15491A (+ bolts) 

I replaced my broken spider with a new one. These are 

roughly the steps that I followed. These are not 

instructions, this is simply how I did it. 

I assume that you’ll have basic knowledge like unplug the 

device before tinkering with it. 

During disassembly I labeled each part that I removed. I 

am not including all of clips that I removed that held wires 

into place. 

 

1. Remove the top cover 

a. 2 Phillips screws at the rear then slide and 

lift. Easy-peasy, no forcing required. 

2. Disconnect 4 electric plugs from the water intake 

hoses. 

a. The plugs each have a different colour and 

simply pull out. 

 



3. Disconnect the electric plug from small water hose 

in the front. 

a. A small water hose leads to a device in the 

front right part of the machine. 

b. Later you will detach this contraption 

from the frame of the machine but keep it 

attached to the small rubber hose. 

 

4. Disconnect 2 electric plugs connecting the front 

electrical panel. 

 

5. Dislodge small rubber hose held into place next to 

the detergent dispenser. 

a. This hose is simply held in place on the 

dispenser. 

6. Disconnect ground for the control panel. 

a. 1 Phillips screw. 

7. Remove the water intake hose flanges. 

a. 2 Phillips screws for 2 flanges. 

b. Located behind the washing machine. 

8. Unscrew detergent dispenser 

a. 2 Phillips screws on frame 

9. Disconnect large rubber hose from dispenser to 

tub. 

a. Easy-peasy squish clamp. 

 

10. Disconnect small hose from dispenser to tub. 

11. Remove dispenser assembly from washing 

machine. 

12. Remove front panel 

a. no screws. 

b. This was easy, no forcing was necessary, 

maybe a bit of a jiggle but not strong 

force. 

13. Unscrew door lock mechanism 

a. 3 Phillips screws 

14. Unscrew drain trap contraption 

a. 3 Phillips screws 

15. Detach door gasket 

a. Gasket fastened with 1 long Phillips screw 

 



16. Unscrew large front panel 

a. 4 Phillips screws 

b. Door assembly should come out easily 

c. Heavy and fragile: together at last 

17. Remove weights from drum 

a. 4 * 13mm bolts 

b. Removing these is not strictly necessary 

but will make your life easier when 

navigating this otherwise-heavy tub 

assembly 

18. Remove front to rear crossbar 

a. 2 Phillips screws at the front 

b. nothing at the back. 

19. Remove left to right crossbar 

a. 6 Phillips screws 

20. Detach 3 hoses from tub 

a. Large hose at the top 

b. Small hose at the bottom 

c. Third hose below the tub 

21. Unbolt shock absorbers from tub 

a. 13mm * 4 shock absorbers 

b. I unbolted them from the tub, not the 

frame 

22. Detach brown electrical switch from frame 

a. Use pliers to squeeze the fastener and 

gently remove without damage 

b. This hose is attached to the tub but it is 

much easier to disconnect from the frame 

than from the tub 

 

23. Disconnect electrical below tub. 

a. Live / neutral / ground 

b. Just pull, no screws 

 

24. Detach wire cradle below tub 

a. This requires a flat-head screwdriver to 

gently pull the plastic tab without 

breaking it. 

25. Disconnect electrical behind tub 

a. 1 Phillips green ground  

b. 1 blue to red/white clip 

c. 2 multi plugs 

d. 2 Phillips screws holding down wire 

package. 

 



26. Raise tub 

a. There is a convenient support loop at the 

top of the tub. 

b. I used a 2x4 across the machine to which I 

attached ratchet straps. The tub was then 

suspended by the ratchet straps. 

 

27. Detach springs 

a. This heavy contraption (tub, motor) is 

supported by two springs. 

b. Without the load, the springs are easy to 

detach from the tub 

28. Place tub face-down 

a. Use something to protect it from the 

floor, like lots of towels 

29. Remove motor magnets 

a. 19mm bolt 

b. I used a ratchet strap around the motor to 

keep it in place as I unscrewed it. 

c. Gently slide motor out from tub assembly 

30. Unbolt tub halves 

a. 10mm * 12 

b. I loosened with a ratchet and used an 

electric driver to remove them 

c. I also labeled the tub with a Sharpie® to 

ensure that I replaced screws where I 

found them 

 

31. Remove rear plastic half of tub assembly 

a. This is heavy 

b. I prefer to do this half because of the mess 

that we’re leaving behind 

c. You could also flip the tub and remove the 

lighter front, which would be much easier, 

but that leaves a mess on the motor side. 

d. Gently place somewhere else 

32. Unscrew the disintegrating spider 

a. 10mm * 6 

 



33. Remove seized spider 

a. To do this without damaging the drum 

you might need some magic spells 

34. Clean up the mess 

a. The old spider likely left a mess of 

disgusting metal bits, detergent, and 

human hair. 

b. Remember to clean up the other half of 

the tub as well, and inspect the rubber 

seal while you’re at it 

35. Install new spider onto drum. 

a. Ensure that you bought the correct 

$*#(@&% part so that you’re not left with 

this opened up washing machine for days 

while the nice people at the parts store 

order you the part that you actually need. 

36. Reverse steps for reassembly. 

Notes 

• The reverse order is not strict. Although I removed 

the gasket before removing the weights, it was 

much easier to replace the gasket and then 

replace the top weight. 

• I highly recommend purchasing the correct 

replacement part for this. 

• This was relatively easy. If you’ve got tinkering 

skills and can label each piece that you remove, 

you should have no issues with this repair. 

• I recommend that you take photos at each step to 

help you with reassembly. 

 


